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Advances in the study of civil war have led to the proliferation of event count
data, and to a corresponding increase in the use of (zero-inflated) count
models for the quantitative analysis of civil conflict events. Our ability to
effectively use these techniques is met with two current limitations. First,
researchers do not yet have a definitive answer as to whether zero-inflated
count models are a verifiably better approach to civil conflict modeling than
are ‘less assuming’ approaches such as negative binomial count models.
Second, the accurate analysis of conflict-event counts with count models –
zero-inflated or otherwise – is severely limited by the absence of an effective
framework for the evaluation of predictive accuracy, which is an empirical
approach that is of increasing importance to conflict modelers. This article
rectifies both of these deficiencies. Specifically, this study presents count
forecasting techniques for the evaluation and comparison of count models’
predictive accuracies. Using these techniques alongside out-of-sample
forecasts, it then definitively verifies – for the first time – that zero-inflated
count models are superior to comparable non-inflated models for the study of
intrastate conflict events.
The availability of fine-grained measures of (inter and intra-state) conflict-event
counts has dramatically increased in recent years.1 This, in turn, has allowed
quantitative conflict scholars to use count data – in conjunction with empirical
event count models2 – to make novel inferences about the correlates of conflict
frequency.3 While such approaches have accordingly achieved a degree of
prominence in the field of conflict research, they remain disadvantaged for two core
reasons. First, and despite their theoretical appeal, the appropriateness of zeroinflated count models for the modeling of conflict events remains ambiguous.
Conflict is a rare event,4 and it is accordingly unclear as to whether the
preponderance of peace cases typically observed in conflict data-sets is arising from
this inherent rarity5 or from a heterogeneous mixture of actual peace observations
and inflated (i.e., ‘irrelevant’) peace observations. Moreover, methodological
research into the nature of zero-inflated count models suggests that the potential for
q 2015 Taylor & Francis
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model misspecification is high, even in cases where zero inflation verifiably exists.6
As a result, zero-inflated count models continue to be applied unevenly in conflict
research, with many researchers still favoring non-inflated approaches,7 others
simultaneously reporting equivalent inflated and non-inflated models,8 and still
others exhibiting either (1) a degree of uncertainty over proper inflation stage
specifications9 or (2) wholesale reservations about the application of zero-inflated
models to the study of conflict.10
With regard to the second problem alluded to above, conflict scholars are also
currently unable to fully evaluate and compare (inflated and non-inflated) count
models through the use of appropriate forecasting techniques. Political scientists
have recently demonstrated the value of prediction to the advancement of the
theoretical and practical understandings of civil conflict,11 and the field of conflict
research is placing increasing importance upon such techniques.12 However,
statistical forecasting tools are almost exclusively designed for either binary or
continuous dependent variables.13 This limits the applicability of existing
forecasting methods to the evaluation of predicted conflict frequencies, and many
conflict scholars interested in conflict prediction have accordingly been left to favor
dichotomous dependent variables over these richer measures of conflict. When
applied to graduated social-science variables (such as civil conflict), this practice of
dichotomization discards relevant information, exacerbates existing measurement
errors within one’s variable of interest,14 and has proven to be detrimental to both
prediction and theory testing.15 Hence, artificial dichotomization is a poor solution to
the current limits of forecasting techniques, and the latter deficiency continues to
undermine researchers’ abilities to leverage advances in conflict forecasting for the
study of conflict.
To address these problems, this study builds upon recent statistical advances in
probabilistic count-data forecasting16 to present the first comprehensive forecasting
analysis of civil conflict frequency.17 In doing so, this paper introduces a number of
useful statistical tools for the evaluation, refinement, and presentation of conflictevent count forecasts. It then demonstrates with these tools that – when used
correctly – zero-inflated count models can produce compelling levels of calibration
and sharpness in civil conflict predictions. Specifically, by leveraging count models’
split-population modeling capabilities in a manner that statistically accounts for the
presence of excess (i.e., structural) zeroes within civil conflict data, one can notably
increase out-of-sample conflict-count forecasting accuracy. Herein, this project
takes a novel approach, and includes past levels of (government and rebel initiated)
material conflict in the inflation stage of the forecasting models used below. Doing
so is argued to help account for the adverse effects of structural zeroes on one’s
abilities to forecast civil conflict processes. Hence, while the benefits of zero-inflated
models are widely known among conflict scholars, this paper provides a suite of
methods that allow conflict researchers to better assess the actual magnitude of these
benefits with regard to conflict prediction, which in turn can help identify problems
of model misspecification in zero-inflated conflict applications. These contributions
are thus intended to serve as a useful starting point for future conflict forecasters that
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encounter a dependent variable that is limited in nature, or contaminated with
structural zeroes.
The next section discusses the prevalence of zero inflation in conflict data,
outlines the benefits of addressing this problem with zero-inflated models, and
presents a rational for the inclusion of lagged conflict measures as inflation stage
covariates. This is followed by the description of an event data-set of monthly civilconflicts, a justification of the choices of count models, and an application of these
models to a training set of monthly conflict-count-data. The heart of the analysis
then demonstrates a range of novel forecasting tools and ‘best-practices’ that conflict
scholars can use when evaluating models of conflict events. The conclusion
discusses the broader implications of the study.
THEORETICAL M OT IVATION

Notwithstanding the concerns leveraged above, zero inflation is regarded as a
pervasive problem by empirical conflict modelers. In particular, yearly, monthly,
and weekly aggregations of militarized conflict – whether measured at the dyad,
country, or sub-country level – are often claimed to be ‘inflated’ with structural
zeroes.18 These zeroes represent peace observations that would likely never
experience conflict under any realistic circumstances. For instance, within dyad-year
studies of interstate war, pairs of countries such as Switzerland and Costa Rica
(i.e., ‘irrelevant dyads’) have been treated as structural zeroes19 since such dyads
likely could never experience war due to geographic distance and limited military
capabilities. Treating these dyads as ‘peace zeroes’ within a statistical model of
conflict can lead to biased inferences because such cases effectively have zero
probability of ever experiencing an event of interest.20 On the other hand, truncating
all potential structural zeroes from one’s sample excludes a significant proportion of
relevant conflict observations21 and produces selection bias.22 As an alternative,
scholars have begun to recognize that – by (1) including all observations in one’s
analysis and (2) then accounting for the likelihood of zero inflation among peace
observations probabilistically – one can address the challenges created by structural
zeroes in an unbiased fashion.23 In essence, this approach allows one to use ex-ante
observable and theoretically informed covariates to account for the probability that a
given zero observation is structural, and to then down-weight structural zeroes’
within one’s primary analysis, without dropping these observations entirely.
The zero-inflated technique described above has proven to be especially useful
to studies of terrorism and civil conflict.24 For example, in a study of human rights
violations committed by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC),
extant research25 finds that there are many department-months in a sample of all
Colombian departments wherein the FARC is wholly inactive. The authors account
for these structural zero observations with a zero-inflated count model, since the
FARC was likely incapable of committing any number of human rights violations
greater than zero in departments where it was not active, and find that doing so yields
valuable insights into the underlying dynamics of civil conflict. Extant findings
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suggest the presence of similar zero inflation processes for civil war events within
highly disaggregated spatial grid-cells in Liberia.26 At the country-year level,
advanced industrialized polities have similarly been shown to engender a nonnegligible quantity of structural zeroes within ordinal variables of government
repression and civil war.27 As above, truncating all advanced industrialized countries
from one’s analysis is likely to produce selection bias and exclude a non-negligible
number of actual (and potential) instances of civil conflict. Indeed, even within
advanced industrial democracies, minority groups occasionally rebel against the
state,28 and home-grown terrorist attacks can occur. For those interested in
producing accurate and comprehensive civil conflict forecasts, these are very costly
cases to miss. This paper therefore follows recent research in proposing that, when
faced with the potential of excess zeroes in a civil conflict forecasting application,
analysts can make the most of conflict forecasts by (1) including all zero
observations in the forecasting model and (2) accounting for any resultant zero
inflation econometrically.
A variety of forecasting techniques are used below to explicitly evaluate claims
of zero-inflated model superiority, relative to the claim that all zero cases were
drawn from a single, homogeneous set of peace observations. Before doing so,
however, note that the advantages of zero-inflated models are dependent upon one’s
inflation stage specification. That is, given the existence of structural zeroes, a zeroinflated model’s ability to reduce the adverse effects of zero inflation on one’s
outcome stage analysis is contingent upon the degree to which these models’
inflation stages accurately distinguish between structural zeroes and count-stage
zeroes. Due to the inherent rarity of conflict in space and time, this prerequisite
represents an especially acute challenge for applications of zero-inflated models to
studies of conflict. Indeed, while a great many covariates do have statistically
significant relationships with inter- and intra-state conflict, each variable therein
tends to explain only a small amount of the actual variation in conflict onset and
escalation.29 As consequence, many of the most well-known correlates of civil
conflict have been shown to offer only a negligible – and at times negative – level of
improvement in conflict forecasting accuracy.30 This deficiency – along with the
(mis)specification concerns highlighted above – limits one’s ability to use such
covariates, where theoretically appropriate, in the inflation stages of zero-inflated
count models of civil conflict.
One exception, however, in terms of both explanatory and forecasting power, is
an observation’s past levels of conflict. Lagged conflict values have been
consistently identified as being among the largest and most robust predictors of
inter- and intra-state conflict.31 Indeed, conflict researchers have found that interand intra-state conflicts exhibit a strong temporal dependence32 and that conflict
forecasts can be vastly improved by the inclusion of a series of temporally lagged
values of past conflict.33 This paper thus argues that past levels of conflict (or lack
thereof) not only directly affect subsequent levels of civil conflict in a reciprocal or
inertial sense, but also help to inform scholars, ex-ante, as to which countries are
currently able to experience any level of conflict. In this manner, one can improve
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conflict forecasting accuracy – and understandings of conflict processes – by
including lagged conflict measures as inflation stage covariates.
Specifically, the contention is that zero-inflated peace observations not only arise
cross-sectionally,34 but also evolve (and devolve) temporally, even within conflictprone states. As the above discussion of zero-inflated conflict studies elucidated,
it is likely that many civil conflict ‘peace observations’ are cross-sectional structural
zeroes, representing (for example) advanced developed democracies whose
probability of experiencing any rebel- or government-initiated conflict under
reasonable circumstances is effectively zero for all time periods. However, even
among conflict-prone countries, un-observed, secret or informal truces frequently
arise between government and rebel forces due to (for example) concerns over
extremist factions sabotaging peace negotiations,35 tit-for-tat dynamics,36 or
environmental and social pressures such as diplomatic mediators, religious
observances, or seasonal harvests. These temporary stalemates may be unobservable
to any actors other than the two sides involved, or may be common knowledge that –
due to resource constraints – cannot be archived and coded for all observations.
A recent example of such a phenomenon can be found in 2006 media reports of a
‘secret truce’ between British troops and Taliban forces in southern Afghanistan,
where after months of heavy fighting, both sides agreed to pull out of the town of
Musa Qula, resulting in a temporary peaceful stalemate in the area.37 Scholars have
identified comparable instances of secret truces or de-facto stalemates in civil
conflict arenas as varied as the Russian Revolution,38 the Irish Confederate Wars,39
and the El Salvador civil war.40 Similar to the aforementioned low conflict
propensities within advanced industrialized states, self-enforcing truce periods are
marked by unobserved characteristics that disproportionately preclude domestic
actors from initiating any level of conflict greater than zero. In this sense, the recent
occurrence and levels of civil conflict serve as an informative, time-varying proxy
for the broader array of unobservable factors that prevent a given observation from
ever experiencing conflict.
A N AL YS I S

This paper uses the Integrated Conflict Early Warning System (ICEWS) event dataset to forecast monthly frequencies of domestic civil conflict events within 29 Asian
countries for the years 1997 –2010.41 The ICEWS data are part of a Defense
Advanced Research Project Agency funded data-set encompassing over two million
machine-coded daily events occurring between relevant actors within the Asia –
Pacific region. To machine code these events, the ICEWS project coded news
articles from over 75 electronic regional and international news sources using the
TABARI (Text Analysis By Augmented Replacement Instructions) software
program42 and a Lockheed-Martin-developed Java variant known as JABARI.
TABARI and JABARI used sparse parsing and pattern recognition techniques to
machine-coded millions of news stories from the aforementioned news sources
for daily political events based on a categorical coding scheme developed by the
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Conflict and Mediation Event Observation project.43 The resultant ICEWS events –
data-set has been characterized as being ‘the most accurate event dataset currently
available.’44
ICEWS-coded events data correspond to individual daily instances (i.e., actions)
of conflict or cooperation between a pair of actors. Subsets of these events were
aggregated to the country-month level (it) for two specific domestic actors of
interest: government actors and rebel actors. In doing so, the paper created two
dependent variables. The first is government conflict, which is a monthly count of
government actor45-initiated, domestic material (i.e., physical, rather than verbal)
conflict events46 targeting violent rebel actors operating within a government’s
territory. The second dependent variable is rebel conflict, which aggregates monthly
counts of violent rebel actor47-initiated material conflict events targeting government
actors within a rebel’s home-country.48 To create these variables, ICEWS-coded
events were first collapsed into daily counts of government actor ! rebel actor and
rebel actor ! government actor (country-level) material conflicts. The resulting
country-day event counts for government material conflict and rebel material
conflict were then aggregated to the monthly-count level for use as (monthly) count
variables below. Each dependent variable has 5,040 observations across the 1997 –
2010 sample period. Histograms for government and rebel conflict are presented
in the Supplemental Appendix, and indicate that the ranges of these variables are
[0 – 98] and [0 – 126] conflicts per month, respectively.
Model Selection
Given the event-count nature of the dependent variables, the analysis sought to
identify several suitable count models for the forecasting of the events at hand.
To this end, one might first consider using a set of Poisson count models. However,
the histograms presented above suggest that the government conflict and rebel
conflict count distributions contain both an excess number of zero counts (i.e.,
‘peace-country-months’) and a right-skewed series of relatively high-count values.
Together these traits suggest that each dependent count variable exhibits high
degrees of overdispersion and positive contagion. This is confirmed by examining
the standard deviations of government conflict and rebel conflict, which, with
values of 6.82 and 6.10, are significantly larger than these variables’ respective
means of 1.89 and 1.81. Conditional overdispersion, if present, would violate a
Poisson model’s mean – variance equality assumption, which would thereby
undermine the Poisson model’s applicability in estimating and forecasting the
event counts described above. Accordingly, the negative binomial (NB) model is
favored as a baseline forecasting model below, as it accounts for conditional
overdispersion through a parameterized relaxation of the mean –variance equality
assumption. However, as discussed above, there is also strong reason to believe
that many of the excess zeroes observed within the dependent variables under
analysis are not true count-level zeroes, in the sense that they could ever take on
values greater than zero.
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Ignoring these structural zeroes by treating such observations as count stage
zeroes in an NB count model can bias one’s coefficient estimates and standard
errors, whereas an ad-hoc removal of all potentially inflated zeroes from one’s
sample likely discards relevant conflict observations and produces selection bias.
In order to avoid these biases, structural zeroes must be accounted for statistically
through the use of a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) or zero-inflated negative binomial
(ZINB) model. The ZIP and ZINB models allow one to explicitly model and test
for the presence of inflated zeroes through likelihood functions which combine the
results from a binary equation – estimating whether a zero observation is more
likely to have come from the zero-only or count-stage data generating process
(d.g.p.) – with an NB or Poisson likelihood equation that directly tests for the effect
of one’s covariates on the expected frequency of government or rebel conflict,
conditional on the likelihood that a given observation was generated from the countstage d.g.p. Accordingly, the expectation is that ZIP and ZINB models will be
superior to Poisson and NB models for the modeling and forecasting of government
and rebel conflict. Furthermore, due to the aforementioned presence of many
extreme (high-count) values in government conflict and rebel conflict, conditional
overdispersion was expected in these variables, even after accounting for the zero
inflation described above. The analysis thus favored the ZINB model over the ZIP
model for all zero-inflated forecasts.
Model selection statistics confirmed these suspicions. Vuong tests for non-nested
models49 are appropriate comparison tests for count models of interest, and these
tests were used to compare ZIP, ZINB, NB, and Poisson models for all specifications
presented below. Vuong tests indicated that across all specifications, the ZINB
model outperforms the ZIP, Poisson, and NB models at the p , 0.01 level, while the
NB model outperforms the ZIP and Poisson models at the p , 0.01 level.
Likelihood ratio tests were also conducted where applicable, and similarly suggested
both that the ZINB model is superior to the ZIP for the dependent variables, and that
the NB model was superior to the Poisson model across all models compared.
Information-based model selection criteria are also prominently featured in
comparisons of count and zero-inflated models and therefore are applicable here.50
Accordingly, Akaike information criterion (AIC) comparisons were calculated and
compared for all models, with each comparison preferring the NB and ZINB models
to comparable Poisson and ZIP models, as well as preferring ZINB models over NB
models. To summarize, the zero-inflated, overdispersed nature of the dependent
variables suggests that NB and ZINB count models should be used for modeling
government and rebel conflict, and these are therefore the statistical forecasting
models that are estimated and evaluated here.
Independent Variables
The primary independent variables used for forecasting government conflict and
rebel conflict are past monthly counts of material domestic conflict. The use of
lagged conflict count measures as predictors within conflict forecasting models has
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become common in the field, in part due to the challenges associated with the scaling
of conflict-cooperation scored events.51 For the study at hand, one, two, and three
month lags of rebel-initiated material conflict and government-initiated material
conflict were included in the forecasting models of both the government conflictand rebel conflict-dependent variables. The natural log of each lagged conflict
variable (þ 0.05) was then taken prior to its inclusion on the right-hand side of these
models in order to ensure that outliers were not disproportionately influencing the
analysis.52 For the ZINB models, all lagged conflict variables were then included
within both the zero inflation stage and count stage estimating equations. As argued
above, the justification for using lagged covariates within the inflation stage rests on
the contention that recent levels of monthly conflict (or lack thereof) directly inform
us, with ex-ante observability, as to which country-months are currently able to
experience domestic conflict, and which cannot. If correct, this strategy will allow us
to statistically partition the (potentially) ‘inflated-zero’ cases from the true ‘countzero’ conflict cases, and to thereby improve the accuracy and precision of the count
stage estimates and conflict forecasts discussed below.
Drawing on recent civil conflict studies, a number of control variables are also
included in the models reported below. The count stages of the NB and ZINB
models include yearly measures of the natural log of GDP per capita, GDP growth,
and the natural log of a country’s total population,53 as – unlike many commonly
studied correlates of intrastate conflict – these three variables have been found to
enhance one’s ability to predict civil war.54 GDP per capita has also been found to be
a strong predictor of a country’s likelihood of ever experiencing domestic political
violence,55 and accordingly, the paper also includes ln GDPpc within the inflation
stage of the ZINB models. Robustness tests re-ran all models discussed below (1)
without ln GDPpc, GDP growth, or ln population (i.e., with only the lagged conflict
measures included as covariates) and (2) with a range of additional controls added to
each model.56 All findings and conclusions remain unchanged under these
alternative specifications. Finally, the analysis also explored the inclusion of
additional monthly conflict lags as independent variables in the NB and ZINB
models, and found that including lagged conflict measures beyond 3-month lags as
independent variables generally does not improve the forecasting accuracy of these
models, and in some cases reduces accuracy. Thus, conflict measures beyond
3-month lags are not included in the models reported directly below.
Results
All models are estimated on a training data-set encompassing the 1997 –2004
country-month sample, with the aim of evaluating the forecasting accuracy of these
model-estimates on a country-month validation data-set encompassing the years
2005 –2010. The 1997 – 2004 training models thus serve as the primary models of
reference here. Comparable ZINB and NB models were also estimated on the entire
1997 –2010 data-set in order to evaluate whether any discrepancies existed in
probability distributions across the 1997 – 2004 training sample and 2005 –2010
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validation sample, and no major discrepancies were found. Coefficient estimates,
standard errors, and goodness-of-fit statistics for the training models of government
conflict and rebel conflict are presented in Table A.1 of the Supplemental Appendix.
Several initial conclusions can be drawn from these model estimates and test
statistics. The ZINB and NB government conflict models suggest that past values of
government- and rebel-initiated material conflict are positively associated with
current monthly frequencies of government-initiated conflicts, although the NB
model tends to overestimate the magnitude and precision of these relationships.
Lagged measures of rebel and government conflict are generally significant (negative)
determinants of inflated observations in the government conflict ZINB models. The
findings are similar for rebel conflict, and again the NB model appears to overestimate
count-stage coefficient estimates and standard errors, which is consistent with
expectations of zero inflation. Here, for the rebel conflict models given in Table A.1,
higher (lower) past levels of government- and rebel-initiated conflict are again
generally associated with higher (lower) current levels of rebel-initiated conflict at
statistically significant levels, while the ZINB inflation stages suggest that increases in
past levels of government- and rebel-initiated civil conflict generally decrease the
probability that a peace observation is from the ‘zero-only’ d.g.p. and increase that
observation’s likelihood of coming from the conflict count d.g.p.
These findings contribute to substantive understandings of conflict processes
in several manners. Consistent with past literature,57 the ‘outcome-stage’ results
for the rebel and government conflict models indicate that civil conflict between
governments and domestic groups follows both an action – reaction pattern –
wherein each side reciprocates each other’s (increased or decreased) conflict
behaviors – and (ii) a bureaucratic-inertial tendency – wherein each side
perpetuates their own past policies irrespective of the other’s actions. One key
implication of the latter phenomenon, as discussed in extant research,58 is that
single-month reductions in civil conflict frequency by either side, although likely to
be reciprocated by the other side, are unlikely to lead to lasting or significant
reduction in overall conflict unless repeated signals are used. Lastly, the ZINB
model estimates also indicate that the magnitude of these action –reaction and
inertial relationships is overstated when zero inflation is ignored, implying that
governments and rebel groups may not base their conflict decisions as
consummately on past levels of conflict as previously thought.
Classification Matrices
To better evaluate the relative performances of the NB and ZINB models in terms of
conflict forecasting, this section next presents a set of classification matrices for the
government and rebel conflict-dependent variables. These matrices were created by
first calculating in-sample and out-of-sample NB model predictions for the
government conflict and rebel conflict counts using the NB expected value formula:
^

Eðyit jxit Þ ¼ exit b ;
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where b^ corresponds to the (1997 –2004) NB coefficient estimates, xit corresponds
to the covariates, and Eðyit jxit Þ corresponds to the expected number of event counts.
One can then generate predicted in-sample and out-of-sample ZINB model
government conflict and rebel conflict count frequencies using the ZINB expected
value formula
^

^

Eðyit jxit ; zit Þ ¼ exit b 2 pit exit b ;
where, because the inflation equations used above follow a logistic cumulative
distribution function,
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pit ¼ Pr ði [ r0 jzi Þ ¼

1
1 þ ezit g^

and where here r 0 corresponds to the zero-only regime, g^ corresponds to the 1997 –
2004 ZINB inflation stage coefficient estimates, zit corresponds to the ZINB
inflation stage covariates, b^ corresponds to the 1997 –2004 ZINB outcome-stage
coefficient estimates, xit are the outcome stage covariates, and Eðyit jxit Þ are the
ZINB expected event counts. These in-sample and out-of-sample count forecasts
were then used to derive classification matrix statistics, and corresponding 95 per
cent CIs, for each set of models. Specifically, this paper calculated five
classification matrix statistics for each model by dichotomizing the forecasted and
observed counts in order to evaluate model prediction accuracy across two intuitive
conflict thresholds:
1. Rebel- and government-initiated conflicts $ one conflict per country-month.
2. Rebel- and government-initiated conflicts $ five conflicts per country-month.
In addition to reporting the true ‘peace-conflict’ proportions for each of these
dichotomized thresholds, the present analysis calculated and reported five relevant
classification statistics for each threshold of interest: sensitivity, specificity, negative
predicted values (NPVs), positive predicted values (PPVs), and the percentage
correctly classified.59 Sensitivity reports the proportion of actual conflict countrymonths that were correctly identified as conflict-months (for a given threshold) by
the forecasting models. Specificity reports the proportion of peace-country-months
that were correctly identified as such by the models. PPVs refer to the proportion of
conflict-country-month forecasts that were actually observed to be conflict-countrymonths within the sample. NPVs refer to the proportion of peace-country-month
forecasts that were actually observed to be peace-country-months within the sample.
Finally, the ‘correctly classified’ statistic reports the percentage of cases within a
given sample that were actually classified as either peace or conflict by a forecasting
model.
The full set of classification statistics and corresponding 95 per cent confidence
intervals – for the in-sample (1997 – 2004) and out-of-sample (2005 – 2010)

Note: Values in parentheses are 95% CIs.

(77.77% – 85.52%)
(92.87% – 96.11%)
(79.62% – 86.68%)
(93.00% – 95.17%)
91.19%
594/1,824
2,418
(75.48% – 85.10%)
(92.52% – 95.98%)
(76.62% – 84.41%)
(93.15% – 95.57%)
91.67%
416/1,444
1,860
(73.59% – 81.25%)
(90.44% – 95.50%)
(75.36% – 85.48%)
(90.95% – 93.06%)
89.45%
640/1,778
2,418
(75.82% – 83.33%)
(92.19% – 95.68%)
(76.02% – 83.90%)
(93.02% – 94.90%)
90.59%
426/1,434
1,860

81.82%
94.63%
83.22%
94.11%

81.97%
94.46%
81.00%
94.79%

78.44%
93.42%
81.10%
92.33%

80.05%
93.72%
79.12%
94.05%

ZINB: monthly conflicts $ 1

Monthly government-initiated conflict, 1997 –2004 (in sample)
Sensitivity
75.08% (70.71% –79.46%)
Specificity
96.44% (95.07% –97.75%)
Positive PV
87.28% (83.99% –91.11%)
Negative PV
92.24% (91.11% –93.43%)
Correctly classified
91.29%
Conflict/peace cases
594/1,824
Observations
2,418
Monthly government-initiated conflict, 2005 –2010 (out of sample)
Sensitivity
68.27% (63.22% –75.00%)
Specificity
96.54% (95.15% –98.06%)
Positive PV
85.03% (81.68% –90.38%)
Negative PV
91.35% (90.25% –92.96%)
Correctly classified
90.22%
Conflict/peace cases
416/1,444
Observations
1,860
Monthly rebel-initiated conflict, 1997 –2004 (in sample)
Sensitivity
70.63% (64.69% –74.06%)
Specificity
95.61% (93.31% –97.69%)
Positive PV
85.28% (79.93% –90.99%)
Negative PV
90.04% (88.49% –90.90%)
Correctly classified
90.00%
Conflict/peace cases
640/1,778
Observations
2,418
Monthly rebel-initiated conflict, 2005 –2010 (in sample)
Sensitivity
68.31% (62.91% –74.41%)
Specificity
96.72% (95.47% –97.91%)
Positive PV
86.10% (82.98% –89.93%)
Negative PV
91.13% (89.88% –92.63%)
Correctly classified
89.90%
Conflict/peace cases
426/1,434
Observations
1,860

NB: monthly conflicts $ 1

TABLE 1
CLASSIFICATION

77.84%
97.96%
81.62%
97.43%

74.76%
97.06%
78.84%
96.33%

79.58%
97.54%
78.76%
97.66%

78.00%
96.18%
74.29%
96.86%

(74.23% –82.47%)
(97.24% –98.68%)
(77.67% –86.75%)
(97.05% –97.94%)
95.86%
194/1,666
1,860

(68.39% –78.32%)
(95.92% –97.77%)
(73.78% –81.78%)
(96.79% –95.46%)
94.21%
309/2,109
2,418

(74.35% –82.20%)
(96.88% –97.90%)
(75.12% –80.23%)
(97.09% –97.94%)
95.70%
191/1,669
1,860

(71.33% –81.33%)
(95.61% –96.93%)
(72.40% –76.70%)
(95.98% –97.31%)
93.92%
300/2,118
2,418

NB: monthly conflicts $ 5
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80.41%
97.12%
76.47%
97.71%

77.35%
95.50%
71.56%
96.64%

82.72%
96.29%
71.82%
97.99%

83.67%
95.04%
70.51%
97.62%

(72.68% – 87.63%)
(95.74% – 98.20%)
(70.54% – 82.46%)
(96.86% – 98.52%)
95.37%
194/1,666
1,860

(69.26% – 85.44%)
(94.31% – 96.97%)
(68.75% – 76.98%)
(95.56% – 97.79%)
93.18%
309/2,109
2,418

(77.49% – 85.86%)
(94.79% – 97.60%)
(65.34% – 78.72%)
(97.43% – 98.32%)
94.89%
191/1,669
1,860

(77.00% – 87.33%)
(93.58% – 96.70%)
(65.83% – 76.74%)
(96.74% – 98.12%)
93.63%
300/2,118
2,418

ZINB: monthly conflicts $ 5
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government and rebel conflict forecasts – are presented in Table 1. Beginning with
government conflicts, Table 1 demonstrates that across both conflict thresholds, the
ZINB model is superior to the NB model in predicting country-months that actually
experience a given threshold of government-initiated conflict greater than zero (i.e.,
sensitivity). Specifically, the government conflict sensitivity statistics given in
Table 1 indicate that the out-of-sample ZINB models are on average 8.4 percentage
points better at accurately forecasting country-months that experience at least one
conflict (sensitivity ¼ 81.97 per cent) and at-least five conflicts (sensitivity ¼ 82.72
per cent) than the NB models (sensitivity ¼ 68.72 per cent and 79.58 per cent).
At the same time, across all government conflict specifications reported in Table 1,
the ZINB and NB models perform comparably well in terms of cases correctly
classified (90.22 per cent $ 95.70 per cent), specificity (94.46 per cent $ 97.54 per
cent), and NPV (91.35 per cent $ 97.99 per cent), which is unsurprising given the
overabundance of zero observations within the samples of interest. Regarding the
government conflict PPV statistics reported in Table 1, the NB model does do on
average 4.7 percentage points better than ZINB models. However, the sensitivity
scores discussed above, as well as the slightly lower NPVs reported in Table 1,
together suggest that these relatively higher NB PPVs are the result of an overprediction of zeroes – and an under-prediction of government conflict – by the NB
models, rather than any superior ability in conflict forecasting. In sum, while both
models do a comparable job of predicting peace-months, the ZINB model is superior
to the NB model in predicting conflict-country-months, within both in-sample and
out-of-sample settings.
One can draw similar conclusions from the classification statistics and
confidence intervals that are reported for rebel conflict in Table 1. Across both
conflict thresholds, the ZINB model is superior in sensitivity to the NB model in
predicting actual instances of rebel-initiated material violence. Specifically, Table 1
indicates that the out-of-sample ZINB model is on average 7.2 percentage points
better at accurately forecasting country-months that experience at least one conflict
(sensitivity ¼ 80.05 per cent) and at-least five conflicts (sensitivity ¼ 80.41 per
cent), relative to comparable NB models (sensitivity ¼ 68.31 and 77.84 per cent).
Across all rebel conflict specifications reported in Table 1 the ZINB and NB
models again perform comparably well in terms of cases correctly classified (89.45
per cent $ 95.86 per cent), specificity (93.42 per cent $ 97.96 per cent), and NPV
(90.04 per cent $ 97.71 per cent), which again is unsurprising given the
overabundance of zero cases within the samples of interest. Finally, the PPVs
reported in Table 1 suggest that the NB model does on average 5.9 percentage
points better than ZINB models, which is likely the result of an over-prediction of
zeroes, and an under-prediction of rebel conflict (for each conflict threshold) by the
NB models. Thus, while both the NB and ZINB models do a comparable job of
predicting peace-months, the ZINB model is again superior to the NB model in
terms of predicting actual instances of rebel conflicts, within both an in-sample and
out-of-sample setting.
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Marginal Calibration Diagrams
For a more comprehensive evaluation of the government and rebel conflict
forecasting models, one can instead compare the marginal calibration of the NB and
ZINB count forecasts to the actual count values observed in the true (training and
validation) data-sets. In contrast to the classification matrices discussed above,
marginal calibration diagrams offer a comprehensive view of count-model
forecasting accuracy across the entire range of possible event counts. Specifically,
marginal calibration comparisons evaluate the calibration of probabilistic count
forecasts against a set of observed counts, where marginal calibration is fully
achieved when one’s average observed count forecasts equal one’s average
probabilistic forecasts.60 To calculate marginal calibrations for the count models
discussed here, define P as a predictive probability distribution on the set of
nonnegative integers resulting from the probabilistic forecasts derived from a series
of count models. Assuming then that each observed count, x ðitÞ , is a random draw
from its probabilistic forecast, a histogram of these observed counts is statistically
comparable to the composite distributions of one’s aggregated predictive
distributions P ðitÞ .61 One can thus represent these aggregations graphically via a
marginal calibration diagram, which compares the predicted frequencies,
p^ x ¼

n 
X

PðxitÞ 2 PðitÞ
x21



or p^ ðxa ; xb  ¼

i¼1

n 

X
Pðxitb Þ 2 PðitÞ
xa
i¼1

for specific x values or intervals ðxa ; xb , to their empirical counterparts
fx ¼

n
X
n

1ðx ðitÞ ¼ xÞ or

f ðxa ; xb  ¼

n
X


1 xa , x ðitÞ # xb ;
i¼1

in an extension of the marginal calibration diagram formulas presented in extant
research.62 This diagnostic tool thereby allows one to evaluate the performance
of count forecasts across the entire range of observed counts, rather than for a single
dichotomous threshold at a time, as was the case for the classification tables
presented above. Marginal calibration diagrams comparing observed count values to
ZINB and NB model forecasts were calculated for the 1997– 2004 government and
rebel conflict in-sample predictions, and for the 2005 – 2010 out-of-sample forecasts.
These diagrams appear in Figures 1 and 2. Importantly, the zero-category (peacecountry-month) values and predictions are omitted from these figures so as not to
visually distort the variation that exists across the (NB and ZINB model) predicted
frequencies and their empirical counterparts for the monthly counts of governmentand rebel-initiated conflict greater than zero (i.e., conflict country-months), which
are of the most interest to the study at hand.
Figure 1 reports marginal calibration diagrams for the in-sample (1997 – 2004)
and out-of-sample (2005 –2010) forecasts of government conflict. It suggests that,
although both models do a competent job of predicting government-initiated
conflicts, the ZINB models are superior to the NB models in calibration. To see this,
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FIGURE 1
MARGINAL CALIBRATION DIAGRAMS FOR GOVERNMENT-INIT IATED CONFLICT. (A) INSAMPL E PREDICTIONS AND (B) OUT-OF-SAMPLE PREDICTIONS
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the present section focuses on the out-of-sample predictions (Figure 1(b)). Turning
to Figure 1(b), note first that the NB model substantially over-predicts the number of
country-months experiencing a single instance of government-initiated civil conflict
(by 130 per cent) while the ZINB model only slightly under-predicts the number of
country-month instances of a single observed government-initiated conflict within
the validation sample (by 16 per cent). The ZINB and NB models each do a fairly
accurate job of forecasting observations with observed monthly conflict counts lying
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FIGURE 2
MARGINAL CAL IBRATION DIAGRAMS FOR CITIZEN-INITIATED CONFLICT . (A) INSAMPL E PREDICTIONS AND (B) OUT-OF-SAMPLE PREDICTIONS
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between two and five (inclusive). However, as one begins to aggregate across higher
levels of government-initiated conflict counts shown in Figure 1, one sees an
increased divergence in NB-to-ZINB forecasting accuracy that again favors the
ZINB model. In particular, the ZINB model does a much better job of predicting the
spike in government conflict frequencies that are observed across bins (5;10],
(10;25], and (25;50]. While the ZINB model under-predicts observations lying
within these conflict thresholds by an average of 31 per cent, comparable NB
predictions are off by an average of 54 per cent. The models perform comparably in
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predicting the (exceedingly rare) frequencies of monthly government-initiated
conflicts lying within the final (50;100] interval. In sum, the NB model of
government conflict over-predicts low-level country-month instances of government-initiated civil conflict and under-predicts higher levels of monthly conflict.
By contrast, ZINB models of government conflict better predict monthly conflict
across this variable’s entire range.
Figure 2 presents marginal calibration diagrams of the ZINB and NB in-sample
(1997 – 2004) and out-of-sample (2005 – 2010) predictions of rebel conflict.
As above, this Figure suggests that the ZINB model is superior in calibration to
the NB model, and a discussion of the out-of-sample predictions in Figure 2(b)
elucidates this point. Here, the NB model over-predicts the number of countrymonths experiencing a single instance of rebel-initiated conflict by 119 per cent.
By contrast, the ZINB model does a much better job of prediction within this range
of monthly conflicts, with ZINB out-of-sample forecasts under-predicting the
frequency of single-rebel-conflict country-months by only 15 per cent. The ZINB
and NB models each does a commensurate job of forecasting countries experiencing
between two and five conflicts per month (inclusive). Aggregating across higher
levels of monthly rebel-initiated conflict counts, one finds in Figure 2 that as above,
the ZINB model better predicts the increased number of country-months
experiencing conflicts across these heightened conflict intervals. For example,
within the (5;10], (10;25], (25;50] monthly conflict intervals, the out-of-sample
country-month predictions made by the ZINB model are off by an average 24 per
cent, whereas comparable NB model predictions are off by an average 45 per cent.
Lastly, although both models do a comparable job of predicting the frequencies of
monthly rebel-initiated conflicts lying within the final (50;100] range, the ZINB
model frequency forecasts are moderately closer to the actual count frequencies.
Hence, the NB model over-predicts country-month instances of (rebel-initiated)
conflict for low-level conflict counts and under-predicts higher levels of monthly
conflict. By contrast, the ZINB model accurately predicts conflict across the entire
range of monthly rebel-initiated conflicts.
ZINB Comparisons
While the above analysis demonstrates the superiority of the ZINB conflict models
over comparable NB models, it is only suggestive as to the forecasting advantages of
including lagged conflict measures within the inflation stage of the ZINB models.
To better assess the latter, the present section builds upon the ZINB analysis
presented above by incrementally adding-in a number of lagged conflict variables to
the inflation stages of the ZINB models. While doing so, the analysis holds these
models’ outcome (i.e., count) stage covariate specifications fixed to the count-stage
specifications reported above, with additions of 3- and 4- month lagged values of
government conflict and rebel conflict. For the inflation stages, this exercise begins
with a ZINB model reporting only an inflation stage constant, and then adds ln
GDPpc to this stage, evaluating the results at both steps. The analysis next
sequentially adds 1-to-5 month lagged values of government conflict and rebel
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conflict to the ZINB inflation stage, again evaluating the results at each step. For
each dependent variable, the resultant seven (nested) ZINB specifications are then
compared via a number of model fit statistics. Vuong tests indicate that for all ZINB
models, the inclusion of each successive pair of lagged government conflict and
rebel conflict inflation stage covariates produces a significant ( p , 0.01)
improvement in model fit and model performance. Likelihood ratio tests similarly
suggest that the addition of 1 –5-month lags of government and rebel conflict to the
ZINB inflation stage produces a significant ( p , 0.01) improvement in model fit.
Finally, in comparing the AICs of the ZINB models, each pair-wise comparison
preferred a more fully specified ZINB model to a ZINB model with fewer inflation
stage (lagged conflict) covariates. Thus, a wide range of model fit statistics further
confirm that past levels of conflict serve as significant, robust predictors of zero
inflation.
To determine whether lagged inflation-stage covariates affect conflict forecasts,
these additional models were evaluated with a series of sensitivity plots. These plots
compare the sensitivity levels of the out-of-sample conflict predictions for the seven
sets of (government conflict and rebel conflict) ZINB model variants described
above. The sensitivity statistics used in these plots report the proportion of actual
conflicts that one’s models predicted as such, and thus are particularly useful in
comparing the conflict-forecasting accuracy of ZINB models. Sensitivity plots are
similar in motivation to predictive power plots,63 with the exception that the present
analysis plots the sensitivity levels of each model’s forecasts, rather than the totalarea under a receiver operating characteristic curve. The former are preferred not
only because the (predicted) counts under examination encompass values greater
than 1, but also because the extreme proportion of zeroes in the sample can obscure
any differences in actual sensitivity levels when aggregating across all
discrimination thresholds. As for the classification matrices, government conflict
and rebel conflict sensitivity statistics were calculated for both the ‘at least 1monthly conflict’ and ‘at least 5-monthly conflicts’ thresholds. This process was
repeated iteratively as more lagged values of government and rebel conflict were
incrementally added to the ZINB models’ inflation stages (beginning with a model
that includes only a constant in the inflation stage). The resultant sensitivity plots for
1-monthly conflict and 5-monthly conflict thresholds appear in Figure 3.
Beginning with Figure 3(a), observe that for government conflict, Figure 3(a)
indicates that adding ln GDPpc to the inflation stage increases one’s ability to
accurately predict instances of government-initiated conflict by roughly 4
percentage points. By comparison, subsequently adding 1, 1 –2, or 1 – 3-month
lags of government and rebel conflict to the inflation stage of the government
conflict ZINB models produces 8, 9, and 13 percentage points increases in
sensitivity, again relative to the ‘constant-only’ inflation stage model. The rebel
conflict ZINB model exhibits comparable increases in sensitivity (of 5, 11, and 11
percentage points) for these same three pairs of (1 – 3-month) lagged conflict models,
although ln GDPpc contributes little to sensitivity in this case. Next, note that the
marginal increase in sensitivity provided for by the addition of 4, and 4 –5 month
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FIGURE 3
SENSITIVITY PLOT S FOR ZINB MODEL S. (A) CONFLICT THRESHOLD ¼ 1 AND (B)
CONFLICT T HRESHOLD ¼ 5
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conflict lags is negligible in either model. Indeed, in the case of rebel conflict, adding
4 or 4– 5 month conflict lags to the inflation stage decreases sensitivity relative to
the 1– 3 lagged conflict specification. For the government conflict model, additions
of 4 (or 4 –5)-month conflict lags do slightly improve sensitivity, but do so at a
decreasing rate, relative to the gains made by earlier inflation-stage covariate
additions. Thus, the contributions of past conflict levels to one’s ability to
distinguish between inflated and non-inflated peace months appear to diminish after
2 –3 months, suggesting that these inflation covariates are accounting for a
temporally varying – rather than fixed – form of zero inflation. Figure 3(a)
accordingly demonstrates that the addition of lagged conflict values to the inflation
stage of the ZINB models produces a marked improvement in the accuracy of one’s
conflict forecasts.
Relative to Figure 3(a), the sensitivity plots in Figure 3(b) report higher initial
levels of sensitivity, and hence one finds smaller additional gains in sensitivity
across all covariate additions. Nevertheless, the trends shown in Figure 3(b) are
comparable to those discussed above. Relative to a ZINB model with a ‘constantonly’ inflation stage, the inclusion of 1, 1 –2, and 1 –3-month lagged conflicts in the
inflation stage of the ZINB models increases the sensitivity levels of the government
conflict and rebel conflict forecasts. By contrast, the addition of ln GDPpc to the
inflation stages of these government conflict and rebel conflict models yields an
average improvement in sensitivity of roughly 0 percentage points. As above, any
additional gains in sensitivity are negligible and in many cases negative when 4– 5month lagged conflict measures are added to either the government conflict or rebel
conflict inflation stages. Hence, the benefit of including lagged levels of conflict
within the inflation stages of these models dissipates after approximately 3 months.
Substantively, this suggests that – in addition to the time-invariant structural factors
that may predispose some countries from ever experiencing civil conflicts –
unobserved short-term (i.e., 1 –3-month) temporal dynamics such as mutually
reinforcing stalemates, tit-for-tat strategies, or de-facto truces appear to also
preclude government and rebel actors from fighting for short periods of time.
Modeling these dynamics allows us to better identify, and predict, the observations
that are most likely to experience conflict in a given month.
C ON CL U S I O N

While the study of conflict-event counts has grown markedly in recent years,
ambiguities remain with regard to proper model choice and count forecasting
techniques. This paper addresses these two deficiencies by refining and presenting
tools that allow conflict modelers to evaluate and compare conflict count models for
predictive accuracy and proper specification. In doing so, the present project verifies
for the first time that zero-inflated count models improve one’s ability to forecast
monthly frequencies of rebel- and government-initiated conflicts, relative to noninflated approaches. Notably, using zero-inflated models in conjunction with lagged
conflict covariates gives the former models a decided advantage over comparable
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approaches. On average, the ZINB models discussed above were roughly 8
percentage points better than comparable NB models at accurately forecasting outof-sample country-months that experienced at least one civil conflict and at least five
civil conflicts. Likewise, marginal calibration diagrams suggest that ZINB models
do a much better job of forecasting monthly conflict frequency across the entire
range of possible monthly conflict counts, again relative to comparable NB models.
Given the lasting uncertainty surrounding (1) whether zero-inflated count models are
appropriate for conflict modeling to begin with and (2) the proper inflation and
outcome stage specifications for such models, the forecasting techniques presented
here thereby provide a verifiable framework for future researchers to use in
theoretically advancing this research agenda.
This paper also makes several broader contributions to conflict-forecasting
methodology. Event counts and related discrete (un)ordered outcomes are integral to
the study of civil conflict. One current limitation to civil conflict forecasting, and to
conflict studies in general, has been the underdevelopment – across the sciences –
of forecasting models (and assessment techniques) for discrete dependent variables
of the count, ordered, or unordered varieties.64 This paper addresses these
deficiencies by providing the first forecasting assessment of civil conflict frequency,
while using a recently developed data-set that credibly measures monthly conflict
frequency for both rebel and government initiators. Doing so provides examples of
several techniques that one can use in assessing the accuracy, specificity, and
sensitivity of one’s count forecasts. To this end, the above analysis presents marginal
calibration diagrams, comparative fit statistics, and classification statistics that
together allow the researcher to begin to gain a sense of count model forecasting
precision. Through these examples, this paper is intended to serve as a useful starting
point for future conflict event forecasting researchers faced with a dependent
variable that is limited in nature, or contaminated with structural zeroes.
Substantively, this paper suggests that recent levels of rebel and government
material conflict have a direct, positive effect on present levels of conflict, which is
consistent with theories of conflict reciprocity and conflict inertia.65 Identifying
these patterns within the 29 Asian countries included in ICEWS is notable, as doing
so demonstrates that the findings reported in previous country-specific studies of
reciprocal and inertial conflict processes66 are generalizable across a wider spectrum
of countries, time periods, and political actors. However, the magnitudes of these
reciprocal and inertial relationships are also found to be overestimated when zeroinflation is ignored, implying that the substantive effect of action –reaction and
inertial patterns in conflict processes may be overstated. The results discussed above
also suggest that time-varying peace-inducing dynamics – such as secret or de-facto
truces – do occur, and that modeling such phenomena can enhance researchers’
abilities to predict and understand civil conflict. Specifically, past levels of monthly
government- and rebel-initiated conflicts serve as excellent ex-ante observable
indicators of time-varying, structurally inflated peace-periods.
Thus, for researchers interested in the direct effect of explanatory variables on
civil conflict, the above findings together suggest that one can substantially reduce
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the bias imposed by excess zeroes by (1) using a zero-inflated model and (2)
including appropriate lagged values of conflict within the inflation stage of zeroinflated models. A key advantage of this approach is that – no matter the temporal
aggregation or cross-sectional unit of observation – lagged dependent (conflict)
variables will be available to the researcher. Given the challenges associated with
coding additional civil conflict covariates in forecasting models as one moves to
smaller-and-smaller units of aggregation or real-time forecasting, lagged conflict
variables will be especially useful in these contexts. In fact, the approach outlined
here would likely yield even larger improvements in forecasting accuracy when
applied to data-sets aggregating over smaller temporal or geographic units of
observation, such as days or districts, since under these circumstances the level of
zero inflation will in most cases become more severe.
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